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End of Tradition?

gate Bats
500 in Local
lty Politics

By Lack of Student Enthusiasm

By GERALD NACHMAN
Drama Eedltor
If this year’s 31st edition of
Revelries tomorrow night is the
last, and both Director Diane
Hunt and advisor Dr. Ted Batgooyen feel it may very well be,

Sangha Club Fined
By Student Court;
Other Hearings Set

’
.
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it at least will be dying with
bang instead of a whimper.
This year’s show, "Innocence
and Insolence," begins its three night run tomorrow evening at
8:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
One of the college’s oldest traditions. Revelries apparently has
been part of a dwindling interest
in traditions, according to Dr. Batgooyen, who has been advisor to
the campus show since 1948.
"If students don’t care to support it, Revelries will have to close
its doors," Dr. Balg(myen remarked. "Certainly the ASH isrgt
going to support a losing proposition."
Tickets for the musical comedy,
by Bruce Reeves, with music and
words by Nancy Lund and Don
Papson, may be purchased either
at the Student Affairs Business
Office, TH16, or at the box office
in the library quad. Prices are 75
cents for SJS students and $1 for
general admission.
The show can be saved, in Miss
Hunt’s opinion, if attendance picks
up. Dr. Balgooyen said that the
last three year’s shows have shown
a decrease in attendance.
NO INTEREST
"Nobody’s interested," said Miss
Hunt, who also directed last year’s
show, "Jolly Roger."
However, she was enthusiastic
about "Innocence and Insolence,"
Continued on Page 5)
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LMTMBENT MAYOR
Mayor Brazil, whose advocacy
a resident ia Saratoga with loss;
I rates and little industry;
sight hint sharp criticism from
pnents, swept to a decisive vies The final tally revealed Dr.
ail had 17h2 votes out of 5900
0. Dr. Miner received D58.
Dr.Bocers. campaigning for his
It political office, ran second to
irnbent councilman Henry A.
aitey, Weszel. receiving 562
tVoissss sag.

)ebuck Explains
reafmon+ Man’
3", ,
.1,, -istant
lessor ot

William E. Mayer, M.D., will vious positions in neuropsychiatry
speak tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. in with the U.S. Army. His teaching
Concert Hall on "Social Psychia- appointments hose included the
try the Ultimate Weapon?" His Northwestern University Medical
lecture is sponsored by the college School, the U.S. Nasal school for
lecture committee and the Psy- Psychiatric Technicians, University of California Medical school,
chology department.
NO. 110
Dr. Mayer is currently a psy- Counterintelligence school in the
chiatrist with the Hawaii Mental Far East Command, Tokyo, the
Health service, Department of United States Armed Forces in , Health, Hilo. He will tell about stlt.ite and soo A!,r;;IM; college.
may
Ihis experiences in interviewing :;
, proximately 1000 returned Am,
can prisoners of war from Ku,
POW camps.
Dr. Mayer made a recordins
his findings about Comm u,
"brainwashing" techniques wil,
For Picketing
is available in several campus de
partments.
Suspension of TASCS t ’I I I IP 1THOUGHTFUL CONCERN
rary campus recognition will be
put to the Student Council today , Concerning experiences of the
Friday is the deadline for enby a group of students protesting POWs, he said. "What was done
the political party’s use of the to them and their response to it tering the Twelfth Annual Pushsoliege’s name in a picketing of constituted a serious and lmpoi - cart Relays and parade sponsored
no downtown stores last Thurs- tant subject for the thoughtful by Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Groups wishing to enter the
concern of every American."
day.
Ile continued, "These (tenden- parade should contact John TerDr.
Dusel, SJS vice
president, declared that the TASC cies) represent symptoms of cor- rill, and entrants for the relays
group was "definitely out of order rectable trends among our own contact Bud Holdamen, at the
in using the name of the college people as well as provide us new Lambda Chi Alpha house, 41 S.
insights into the nature of Com- 13th st.
.;; town and off campus."
The relays will start at 3:30
TASC applied for recognition munist mass control."
Dr. Mayer has presented lec- p.m.. Friday, May 13, at the Santa
at the council’s March 10 meeting
’the political party was given tern- tures on the subject of Communist Clara county fairgrounds. All
rosary recognition for one semes- indoctrination and its significance’ events are open to the public, adler, provided it remove all illegal, to Americans, speaking at numer-Imission is free.
alvertising and conform to all: ous universities, industrial organi- I Entrants will compete in either
r nations, the Pentagon, West Point, / the men’s or women’s divisions
ASH rulings,
Also slated on the council Naval Academy, Army Intelli- !and the sweepstakes division. Troagenda is appointment of a Spar- gence center, and most major mill- / plies will be awarded the winners
tacarnp director, and an ASB elec- tary installations in the U.S. and in each division.
the Far East,
1 Prior to the relays a parade
tion committee chairman.
TESTIFIES TO SENATE
will be held, consisting of marchVice Pres, Guy Gleason will reHe has testified on the general ing units from the various cam port on measures taken to inform
the students of the whys and subject before committees of both pus living groups. Judges will
. hats in the proposed constitu- the senate and the house of rep- award prizes to the best unit. Parade route and starting time will
Hari to he put before the student eesentatives’
He also has presented his mate- be announced at a later date,
,oily April 26-27.
rial at the National Freedom toReigning over the entire event
rum, sponsored annually by the will be the Lambda Chi Alpha
National Education program. For Crescent Girl, who will be selected
this he received a Freedom’s Foun- by the fraternity from among the
dation award from Valley Forge. more than 24 entrants. She will
Dr. Mayer has held several pre- he crowned at a dance May 7

Council
Future of ’Revelries’ Threatened Suspend TASC
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belie-it, a junior pre -law slug and retired USN commander.
td into the news several
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it election to the council.
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ad for excessive campaign ex he drew 2781 votes
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lof nine than 17,000 ballots
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’Brainwashing’ Authority
To Lecture Tomorrow

Sangha philosophy club WaS
fined $10 for failure to submit
a revised list of its officers and
adviser last semester, and hoings were set for next week at a
short meeting of the student court
yesterday afternoon.
Scheduled to appear for hear.
ings Tuesday are Ski club on a
poster violation charge and Psi
Chi, honorary psychology society,
Conservation club, and Music Education National conference, all
,rn charges for failure to submit
revised lists.
The court did not hold hearings
yesterday since there was the possibility club members may not
have received summons, had they
been sent out during Easter vacation.
Before closing, Pat McClenahan
submitted charges against six
clubs for failure to turn in sevised
lists this semester. Last term 30
clubs failed to meet the responsibility on time

’Dogpatch Daze
Co-Rec Theme
"Dogpatch Daze" is the theme
of tonight’s Co-Rate in Women’s
gym from 7:30 to 10.
A special event of tonight’s activities will be square dancing with
a caller.
Regular activities include badminton, volleyball, shuffleboard
and ping pong.
All students are invited to attend the weekly program and admission is free.

DuPont Official
To Speak Today
Mrs. Jane St CW11 rt Denton, director of fashion information for
the duPont co., will speak to seminar students of the Department
of Journalism and Advertising and
other interested students and faculty members in J101 at 12:30
today

U.S. Coast Guarders
Interview Graduates
U.S. Coast Guard representatives are on campus today and tomorrow to interview students interested in their officer candidate
school.
The representatives will be in
the Library Quad where they will
inters iew college graduates or
those who plan to graduate soon.
Persons interested must be between 20 and 27.

SJS’ Honeybee"
Dies in Car Crash
At Newport Beach

JUDY EATON
... choreographer

Stanford Professor To S peak ,Ioneybee"
, In Observance of Pan-Am Day . ,’ ith

1

Dr. John J. Johnson, professor
of history at Stanford university
. and Latin American scholar, will
keynote Pan American day, the
’campus celebration of Pan American week, today.
Dr. Johnson will speak this
morning at 11:30 in Concert Hall
on "Latin America Since the Eisenhower Visit."
Pan American week commemorates the first international conference of American states, held
in Washington, D.C., in 1890.
NO STRANGER
The professor is no stranger to
Latin American affairs. Born in
1912, he has taught at the University of Guadalajara, Mexico;
been adviser to Encyclopedia !hi! tannica on Latin American geography, history and biography; and
was secretary-treasurer to the
Latin American History conference from 1955 to 1958.
Dr. Johnson has also traveled
extensively in Latin America and
Mexico, visiting Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Colombia,
Ecuador, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Panama, Peru and Venezuela.
WINS AWARD
The Bolton award, given for
outstanding works on Latin America in English. was awarded Dr.
Johnson in 1958 for his work, "Po -

Sprite Out
I he Irishman
spa rt ’sprit
class newspaper, as Ill he mailable on campus through Friday.
Free copies are obtainable at the
Spartan Bookstore, College Union. Libras,. Cafeteria, and Student %friars Busines of flee.

Beaux Arts Ball
Tickets on Sale
Tickets for the Beaux Arts Ball
Saturday are on sale in the Student Affairs office. T1116, and the
Art building. They also are available from any member of Alpha
Gamma art fraternity, sponsors
of the ball.
The annual costume dance will
be held in the Fiesta Room at
Lou’s Village, 1465 W. San Carlos
st. Tickets are $2.50 a couple.
Promo and his Jazz Critics will
provide the music in a return engagement.

litical Change in Latin An,’ ; ;si:
The Emergence of the Middle Sectors."
During this first meeting, a res’
olution was adopted which eventually led to the formation of the
Pan American Union.
The latest conference was held ,
in Caracas, Venezuela.
TO MAINTAIN PEACE
During this span of years, w
variety of councils and committees
has been instituted within the
framework . of the organization
which seeks to maintain peace and .
foster cultural ties between the
member states.
To commemorate the day, the
departments of Natural Science
and Horne Economics and the Library are collaborating in presenting Latin American displays.
A special luncheon in honor of
Dr. Johnson will be held at CWC
following his address.

Molly Gv. :ale :McClintock, SJS
who led the marchins
,nd onto the football field durim:
, df-time ceremonies last fall, wa;
:- ’lied during Easter vacation when
r sports car collided head-on
another auto in southern Cal ifornia
Miss McClintock, 18-year-old
freshman interior decoration major
from C o s ta Mesa, was the coed
drum in ajor to the 90-member
male marching band. She was
known as "Honeybee" by the band
and college.
The accident occurred Thursday
morning when her car apparently’

TV Sales Man
To_ Address ADS
Dan Nortim, sales manager of
station ISN"I’V. channel 11, San
Jose, will address the San Jose
State College chapter of Alpha
Delta Sigma at 8 p.m. on Wednesday in the cafeteria.
All advertising students may attend. Coffee will be served preceding the talk.

I

Survey Shows . . .

MOLLY McCLINTOCK
... as Drum Major

-

’High School’ Antics Blamed
For School Spirit Apathy
(This is the first in a series of stories on the results of a recent ranclorn survey
of SJS students asking opinions on school spirit, the value of an SJS education.
reasons for staying here or leaving, reasons for entering or staying out of
teaching, and the worth of extra -curricular activities. This part deals with
school spirit and extra-curriculer ectivities.Ed.)
The "high schoolish" antics /
called for in rooting sections areI
in large part responsible for the:
small amount of school spirit at
SJS, answered one student in a:
survey recently conducted on

prestige at SJS as reasons for
drooping spirit.
Some students staid they think
all group extra -curricular aCtivities are a waste of time.
But mist students answered
that "books don’t contain every In a random survey directed by / thing," and that activities hells
,
SJS journalism professors, form a well-rounded person.
.1 students spoke out on the
11300.4TEIts
spirit situation and other; "Actis;
;sects of general college life.
sense of
laic
student. "Actixities are morale
Rooting sections at
limp and reserved mainly because boosters," said another; "We can
dates do not want to embarrass learn as much troll) associating
each other, said one student.’ with others as we can from
"Maybe a split section would help, books," answered a junior Omen but rallies and assemblies always tary ediicati’m major.
One strident said "learning to
will be suppressed when man is
out to impress woman. They feel; get along with people is 80 per
high schoolish. yelling, screaming Cent f life."
Academie achievements, how and waving flags," she said.
Asked about classroom apathy met., contributes to a college’s
in SJS students. 213 said it is just riputatien more than student
erage, while 51 said it is quite actis ides do, said 82 per rent of
.91, and 56 said it is relatively those questioned. And 76 per
rent answered that spending
Opinions on estra-eurrieular more time on studies and less in
lulls !ties than they now du
artivitles. however, brought a
would afford them greater per different answer. "There h a
great deal." said lag students: %"nal ""%favti".
Asked what prevents their gn Pa said there he an average
amount; and 79 answered "tem ing more time to activities. 158
said they need the time to study.
The school spirit "problem" at Only’ 47 said they have no interest.
SOS registers consistently in 87.3 and 89 said ol i I side jobs :the
per cent of those questioned in most of their free time.
this sampling. When compared to
Stanford and University of California school spirit, 262 students
said SJS definitely is lacking.
Only 36 said the three are on a
par.
games

Reporter’s Book
To Be Reviewed
-The Reporter’s Trad;
art Alsop’s book of his expel
ences in journalism, will be re
viewed at today’s hook talk is
Pearce G. Davies, associate prole
sor of journalism, at 1230 p.m. i n
rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of tls
Department of Journalism and Advertising, was previously scheduled to give the review.
"The Reporter’s Trade," Professor Davies said, is a book which
describes the experiences of the
author and his older brother, .10seph. during their 12 years as
partners, writing a syndicated column from 1946 to 1958.
Ile added that the Alsop brothers used the method of "go and
see’ and the honk is made up of
where they went and what they
saw and learned.

Cart Relays
Deadline Set
For Friday

are

BETTER(
S 11001, SPIRIT
crossed the center line of the road
"School spirit is directly procar clipped the rear fender nt
an
car, ripped tinder a portional to the quality of edit / boatoncoming
boat trailer being timed by the, cation offered. Thus the large and
! car, smashed head-on into a second good school automatically has high
, ear and burst into flames, accord- spirit." answered one student.
ing to Newport Beach, Calif., poOn the other hand, one student sold, "as an Institution ImMiss McClintock held many proses,
there Ps a trend toward
awards including first place in the
neglecting such tris Its as school
California state drum major conS.IS Is Improving, VI less
test. She designed the new SJS
school spirit ran he esperted
marching hand uniforms and was
and applauded."
member of Alpha Omicron Pi
as
Others pointed to the large numMemorial services were held ber of off-camptis residents, the
Monday at the Alpha Omicron Pi small athletic scholarship pmhouse.
grarn. and the lack or academie

The quality of mercy is not
strain’d nor is the quality
of the suits in the big R/A
After Easter Special Event.
They’ve got those great
ARGONAUT suits specially
priced at a paltry $44.
They’re America’s No. I
suit value at their regular
price, so down you go to
R ’A and take advantage
of their greater -than -ever
value. Hurry.

ROOS ATKINS
First at Santa Clara .000j

-1,a44 Comment
The Other Sit-Down Side
The two sides of the race equality kick have nut rec.,
the equal play in the press that they deserve.
W ire services have played up the non-violent sit-in action in
the South because the demonstrations happen to li- newsworthy.
But just before Easter, a syndicated columnist used his
daily 24-inch space to reprint a ’letter from a Michigan motel
owner. The letter-writer put his feelings very well:
"I resent anyone trying to tell me the person or persons I
should associate with just because the courts i-ay he is my social
equal. I hase always been the judge of that and I want to go on
being the judge id it."
"If a Negro conies in and we are full up, he can go away
and report us as having refused him. W e can then be held in
violation tof Michigan civil rights laws) without our knowing
we have been reported," he said.
The writer said that public opinion is so much against him
that no one dares intervene. "If you reprint thi, letter," he continued. "I must ask you not to make my nanic public. It could
ruin our business. We could be picketed or have a sit-down
demonstration and we would have no redress."

Youth Concert Set

KBM

A concert by the San .I.Ne
Youth symphony will be presented at 8 p.m. tomorrow in Concert hall. The program will be
the final concert for the Youth
symphony this spring. The performance will be open to the
public without charge.

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
I KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
nti E San F, -,do
CY 2-7501

Learning teacheth more in
one year than experience in
twenty.
Roger Aseham

Live
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No
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with
ASB Card

MASQUE JAZZ TRIO
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Spares
while you
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9 am - 5 pm
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We new Ma4quel
484 E. SAN CARLOS
Bettstesn 9th and 10th

minimum time -2 hrs.

ZINKE’S

R eSphaoier
49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

Thrust and Parry

Gerald Nachman,

Apartment Living
Has ’Disadvantages’
Jill fiat: Last Tuesday, five

BOY REPORTER
11410...

.111.

First dates of mine, save nine
.siluuLD I let him kiss me on the first date?"
-How should I act on a date?"
’’What should I talk about on a date?"
Let’s face it: those are the real problems of today.
.A woman named Abigale Van Buren has brought them up In her
book, "Dear Teenager."
Taking last things first I will discuss, "Should I let him kiss me
on the first date?" (Make that read "her").
Mks Van B. recommends "No," kisses are better left for later
dates. Phooey on Miss Van Buren. The blurb in the book says she
-has been happily married to the same man fur 21 years and 1,4 the
mother of two teen-agers." My, my.
I suppose she thinks being the mother of a teen-ager somehow
qualifies her as a teen-ager. I never told my mother what to do
when I was a teen-ager.
THE ONLY thing wrong with kissing a girl on the first date is
that it may then be the last date. If a girl doesn’t like you and you
try, then you see she has a very good excuse for making her intentions clear by smashing you one in the teeth.
The girls are very clever about this first -kiss business. If the
porch light is on you are very likely to be through. Porch lights
bring moths, but they also drive away ambitious dates. It Is hard
to get very romantic with a bevy of grey -moths nipping about your
ears and bumping into your neck.
No kissing, Miss Van Buren insists. "If he’s worth it he’ll respect
you for it." Ma’m, how I respect a girl if she lets me kiss her. I
heap respect at her feet. I lavish it on her shoulders. Respect, respect and more respect.
"WHAT SHOULD I talk about on a first date?" is the next
problem broached. She advises, sagely, "I’ll tell you what to say
say nothing! And relax, it’s no sin to be quiet."
On a date it is; and for some reason first -date silence Is magnified about 1,000,000 times. A cough is often interpreted for an eloquent statement.
"Ilartunph!"
"What did you say?"
"Me? Ohheh-hehnothing. Why?"
"OhI don’t know. I thought you said something."
She says to "talk about your date’s interests." There is one I’ve
been hearing for about ten years and I think it’s time the air was
cleared.
Suppose your date has no "interests" other than tales about
herself.
There is nothing more grating than listening to a couple of girls
on a double date regale each other with stories about the little adventures they took part in during the day.
"And then I got home and sheshethis is so-o-o funny--she
said the meat loaf was all gone! Isn’t that a panic?"
And you have to pretend as if you think it’s a panic..
*

TENNIS ANYONE?
I

sam

Featuring the best in everything
for tennis.
Rackets 7.95 and up
Restringing 4.50 and up
Shoes, shorts and repairs

Gordon’s Sporf Shop
121 E. SAN FERNANDO

(Read Gerald Nachman’s new television column, "Through
the Looking Glass." appearing three times weekly in the San
Jose Ilercury.Ed.)

Three Art Exhibits Showing This Week
Three art displays are on exhibition in the Art building. The
gallery is showing a collection of
more than 70 prints by contemporary Yugoslav artists. The
prints are in both color and
black and white and will be on
display until April 29,
About 30 panels of work by

Judges Choose
Kaucher Finalists

ENGINEERING STUDENTS
TO DISCUSS INDUSTRY CAREERS

vii Is cplainer.1 the behefits of
apartment living without explaining the complete picture.
They say it is less expensive;

commercial art students will be
on exhibition in the corridor outside the gallery until Friday.
The commercial art display includes lettering, air brush work,
newspaper and magazine advertising and figure drawing.
A display of scientific and
medical illustrations by graduate
student William Stone will be
shown in A291 through Friday.
The exhibit includes drawings of
animal life and medical illustrations made during operations.

only SCO a month. If you figure
on the average rent, food, gas,
electricity, telephone and other
expenses, this would amount to
at least $85 per month at the
minimum. Figure this for a Semester, and the money usually
lost on breakage, the amount
would be $350 compared to
$310
Parents’ approval, this is the
best one yet. If the parent knew
what actually was happening in
the majority of the apartments
they probably would vote more
money to build more dorms .. .
practical
Self-discipline,
things? There is no discipline.
One apartment had the police
called on them every Saturday
night (or should I say early Sunday morning) for three weeks.
Practical things --like knowing
how much liquor to buy before
the store closes. Or how to wire
two 20 watt amplifiers so you
will have 90 watts of power to
drown out the next door’s hi-fi
set ...

The Tuxedo Shop

limy ask why I am Ii
In an apartment. There is r
one answer no other Ii
cilities are available.
Sincerely,
GERALD FRENCII
ASB 6527
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’Queen of Hearts Ball’

A neighbor lends a helping hand
with a bucket of water for the
apartment upstairs.

The Tuxedo Shop
COMPLETE MEN’S FORMAL WEAR
Open 8 era, to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
Evenings: Mon. & Thurs. to 8 On.
35 S. Fourth St. CT 3-7420

SpaZtanaiii9
Entered as secc,d class matter A pril 24
1934, at San Jose, California under the
act of March 2, 1879. Member Calif.
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Publish.
ed daily by Associated Students of San
Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on a ria.
mainder-of-school-year basis. In Fall so.
master, $4: in Spring semester, 82.
Cy 4.6414--Edi+orial Ext. 210.
Editor, Michael R. Johnson
Advertising Mgr., Dale Pratt
News Editor, Robert Taylor
Make-up Editor, Earle Truax
Wong
Copy Editor
Darla Grainger
Society Editor
Art & Music Editor Mefra Vollersen
Photo Editor .......... Robert Christman
Ronald Bates
Wire Editor
Dan Matlou
Exchange Editor
Gerald Nachman
Drama Editor
Ron Remington
Publie Relations
David Glubetich
Editorial Staff:
Tracy Godfrey, Lloyd Griffin, Maxine Harris, James Jan.ssen, Dwight
Miller, Gary Palmer, Nick Peters,
James RagsdaleMaryleela Rao, Ed
Rapoport, Art Shelton, Earle Truax,
Jane Young.

Finalists in the Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Reading Award contest, to be held April 28, were announced yesterday after more than
25 entrants tried out in the Studio
Theater.
The seven winning readers are
Bob Geary, who read "The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse"
by William Saroyan; Drusilla
Green, poems by E. E. Cummings;
Jerry Juhl, "Only the Dead Know
Brooklyn" by Thomas Wolfe; Zoe
Kamitses, "The Rape of Lidice"
by Edna St. Vincent Millay; Bruce
Lovelady, "Morning Song of Senlin" by Conrad Aiken; Rae Marston, "Tea at Mrs. Armsby’s" by
James Thurber; and Carole Warren, "Creation" by James Walden
Johnson.
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3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA
Downtown San Jose
66 S. lit StC) 3-0616
Willow Glen
1084 Lincoln Ave.CY 4.2610
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56 Valley FairCH 8-4500
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Graduate Students
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Professional Sales
Openings available on a full
time basis. An opportunity to
establish yourself in growing
Santa Clara County in the
insurance field. Your employment may lead to a career
job upon graduation.
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For Details
Phone the
District Agents
Listed Below

Students majoring in chemical, mechanical, or electrical engineering are now scheduling appointments to
obtain information on Food Machinery and Chemical
Corporation, a major national producer of diversified
machinery and chemicals. Company representatives will
visit the campus on April 20.
Arrangements for individual interviews may be made
through the local college placement office.
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FARMERS
INSURANCE
,,,, GROUP /...,,

SANTA CLARA
Jack Taylor
AX 6-1470
CAMPBELL
Es 74 704
Bruc C,;9
SAN JOSE
Grover Swofford
CV 5-5223

We’d like to admit right here and now that the
Main reason we run advertisements like this is to
get you, dear reader, to drink Coca-Cola to the
virtual exclusion of all other beverages. The
sooner you start going along with us, the sooner
we’ll both begin to get more out of life.
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BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The

CocaColo

Company by

218 WILL
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose

1

’ill 9:30
valley lair shopping center open thursday

Wisconsin Boxer Dies; Glovers Win NCAA
* * I Third Straight Crown
Brain Hemorrhage After Title
Bout Fatal to Ex-Champ Mohr
By NECK
NCAA 165 -pound boxingj
lost his
apion Charley Mohr
fight Sunday morning %%hen he,
I, ea to reenter from a brain
oh.-,- .affered following deof h.
title the weekend
:

ear

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS

PETERS
Mohr was pronounced dead at
8:40 a.m. Sunday, terminating
eight days of a lifeless coma.
The finest surgical and respiratory devices failed to save the
University of Wisconsin senior,
who ennuis:al in the Badger dress room after haring his 165 -pound
to Spartan Stu Borten in the
,t ’AA elianipartiships.
Ile remained in it coma following
collapse turd early

I fle its ILI t -

his chances tor suitisat as

GROUP
INSTRUCTIONS

classes pion at 165 to tile deck, lie v-Rt-,
By GARY PALMER
in the 125
, up immediately and took the mailFive Spartan boxers were crown- respect is ely
Big Discounts on
Wauilxlngt.uii slate’s Bob Corn- datury nine count.
ed national champions as San Jose
Gasoline!
IsIns
rhsthed
Stu"
"Stubborn
well, last vear’s NC.SA Enlist at
I State retained its NCAA cross it
Into the ropes, scoring with an winning the title for the third It:i and winner of this year’s
Motor Oil
and weveral
right
ratter
hard
straight year, 43-34 over Wisconsin NA crown at the same weight,
good shots to the lilid-eert1011,
and 13 other schools.
was a hea33 favorite loser Nel
All brands 381 qt.
Badger ace de rendering
the
Ron Nichols, Dave Nelson, Stme MOT, but the Spartans’ game
Cigarettes 221 pk.
fenseless. The bout was stopped
Kubas, Stu Bartell and Archie Mil- southpaw upset the apple. -art as
at I:t9 rrf the round.
ton all swept to tournament title. In- also won as spilt derision.
1.1a:ii.tql
at’, 1,.1
in the linal round after trailing
CHARLES MOHR
.5111’:if
tilt , 1.11/Wil 101. the locals }is he
the Badgers, 24-18 fulluwint the To the p,a.10.,s’
lual’iitql all easy a In ,Aer Stan
boots.
iii the NP:p.ull’s tMal
2ND and WILLIAM
101,1’4 hi 11,0111111111
is V.10.11 l
’Ind I Nichols, the Spaitatis 1 Eijenind :1..PlagEll
N1"1"0 et’.upI"‘""’
in 11130. as lie swept I" Ike e"ile-ichampion a year ago, made it two ed 1,ff again in the important I.:9 grate 185-pound title, he was prac- Iin a ruw by winning a split deci- pound finale.
tically untouchable and was con -1 siun over Idaho State’s Jerry Artn- I Bat tell broke tin wig!’ thr desidered one of the nation’s out - strong.
fence of Wisconsin’s Charley Mohr
standing college boxers.
I The local lefties, Nelson and Ku- in the second round and LI right
Take him to one of San
This year he seemed to he a dif- has, came up %viol surprise wins to the head sent the PO. "hamJose’s finest dinner clubs.
ferent competitor.
You’ll love the delicious
It was reported that Mohr had
’
food and atmosphere.
lost a givat deal of confidence in
himself and even had consulted it
Gourmet Room
psychiatrist over the matter.
Harvest Room
In the ring the transition at,.
a cruel. viciie,
(.01.1.EGE BONDX6 Ittug has IJP111 Muter la,
Tubu Room
11"Irent Mont’ was not his old I sport and the death of Wisconsin’s Charles Mohr %%amid seem to 111’
.,sy self. In fact, medical re- I added support to those with this viewpoint.
a-ts showed that the Badger %WU;
At any rate, the recent tragedy will bring ;MGM a thorough imp
inerable to injury and he had ’ tigation of the sport at Wisconsin and the findings by the university’s
...en taking more beatings this board of regents may decide the future of collegiate hosing which ha.
ear than ever before,
been fighting a losing battle for a number of years.
In two previous fights with
Only western colleges and the University of Wisconsin have ritBartell. Ifohr lost a split
tamed a marked interest in keeping boxing alive and now the las.
*don here at the Civic auditor1401 So, FIRST AT ALMA
major link in the Midwest is considering abandoning the collegiate
Wm, but retaliated with a 11 in sport
riser the Spartan champ in a
It is hoped the hoard does not act too hastily in reaching a final
Madison dual meet
%seek pri- decision, for it probably would be the last and hardest blow landed in
or to the NEAAs.
or out of the collegiate ring.
GIRLS’ SHIRTS
Both fighters swept though
In short, it would unjustly destroy the sport.
their preliminary opposition and
College boxing is no greater risk than football, wrestling, or anN
clashed once more, this time fort college sanctioned athletic event.
the national title. Bartell was an1
An unfortunate accident such as this one does not justify t he
easy victor as he caught Mohr with abolition of a clean, well -organized and supervised sport.
biege,
a volley of punches in the secondl
The time spent investigating college fistics could better be spent
round and was awarded a TEO,
$5.95.
cleaning tip its big brother, professional boxing.
Mohr walked to the dressing
With student discount
$3.83
room after the first knocktint ot
his career, but moments later he
SMART STUDENTS
Fill into the fatal coma.
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SAHARA OIL CO.

DINING WITH OLD FRIENDS?

5 -gal. Sealed Can

5 1 -hr. lessons
$7.50 per person
Mn. 0 parsons

Cilai tan C12"(4

100%

Eastern

Motor Oil
$1.98

per group

HOURS
9 cm. to 9 p.m. Daily
9 to 6 Sat., Sun.
Jat East cf N. First St. and
3ayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
CYpress 5-9542

20% STATIONS
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Tonight Varsity at Santa Clara
Friday California here (night I
Saturday Varsity at COP I twat
Frosh vs. Cal Frosh het .
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was also %eta
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the

Badger

hosing team.
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VAUGHN’S

TRACK

JIFFY CAR WASH
Entrance Across from Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
Union 011 Products
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted
SPECIAL

99 CAR WASH
With purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline
We give S&H Green Stamps

at
f:

IT’S FUN
TO RIDE
TO
SCHOOL

Come in today
and test ride
the Topper
Immediate Service
Complete repairs

HARLEY.DAVIDSON

WPM

,NO OCT among your
. ,ruartlystyled wheelA
tic
Transmission
I.4,11,iii mnne,sr.r.
rl mike per eallori
anywhere’ "lake a
ride today,

New and used
motorcycles

SAM
ARENA’S
580 S. First

CY 5-1 9e0

an end
to a
perfect
day...

SJS Clubs
Don Nine, 6-1

ts.s Pt rt sti W
:ii qu ist
Righthand-:
twirled a neat low -ha ter as San
Jose State clubbed University of
San Francisco, 6-1, in a West Coast
Athletic Conference baseball conI test at IsItinieipal Stadium last
night.
’rhe Spartans. now 10-2 in WCAt ’ play and currently leading the
loop, meet second -place Santa Clara tonight at Washington Park,
The Spartans jumped to a 2-0
’,id in the bottom lif the first and
ttre never headed. Leadoff batter
iotig McChesney was hit by a
pitched ball, stole second, and witted on a passed bail and an NMI’
-0ortstop Bill Inderbitzen waikisl
stole second, and tallied on a
Iassed hall.
San Jose added a single counter
a: the second when Lan-y Bachiti
, singled, moved to third on McChesney’s one-baser, and scored on a
wild pitch.
Tao more Spartans crossed the
I plate in the third. Angie Scotnaienchi walked and Tom Inky singlisl
They advanced on an infield enor
tind scored on Emmett Lee’s single.
,an Jose closed OW its scoring
I he fourth
when McChesney
:titled and scored on John J11:1 t wo- ha gger.
Holmquist lost his shutout in the
se% emit on a single an:I a pair ot
, titan miscues.

I Friday Frosh vs. Stanford and
I Cal Elvish at Stanford
!Saturday- Cal Aggie Relays at
Davis
’
GOLF
Friday Stanford here

A &M Auto Repair
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How much do you know
ahout your car brakes?

5-4241
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e.cept Sunday.

29" & 30"
Sat

Matinee

0., 325 Mo,on.

t CHECK THESE POINTS NOW
Symptoms - Probable Causes. Remedy

en sale at

1. Is the pedal spongy or rubbery?
F ir in brake system
Imptooer shoe adjustment.
2. Pedal goes all the way to Coorboard.
Normal lining wear.
Low hydraulic fluid
Cylinders are defective.
Air in system.

FR

2021

$3.25. $4.00, $4.50
SOLD OUT. Sat, Mat. $2. t2.50. $3, $3.50
,. Mil and Phone Orders Accepted.

6. Car pulls to one side.
Excessive wear of drum.
Improper adjustment.
7. Fading brakes.
Excessive heat
Bad lirungs.

REMEDY

4. Pedal must be pumped.
Improper adjustment.
Wo.n linings.
Al; in system.
5. Grabbing brakes.
Improper shoe adjusiment
25
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Silva,
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who
Over

Can

Otter

25
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Cee,Piet
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Slop in today and sea Valor 1 5-

YAGER & SILVA
COMPLETE
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e.per1ence

brake inspection or repair,.

SHELL

SERVICE

STATICN

Corner 4th and San Fernando

Inc

you

Perking

I HE

by

mechanical repairs.

EVES

rflOtUCE.0 Ifl C.Or1JUrICTIOrl WITH COMER%

,nspecled

opecielists who hirve the 11111 and experivnce
.
sefe, sure iobspeciel;ets
a Y eager and

Tears

Serving

Broadway. Oakland. HI 4-8575

Linings soaked with leak’ng
fluid or grease.

3. Loss of pressure.
Leak in system.

State

Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. $2.75,
FRI

SAN JOSE
Berkeley

IjSt, 322 I’S ta
.
MAIL ORDER:, ACCEPTED

Powerglide

Salyadar

San

America’s

APRIL 26"c::27"8: 10 p.m. alas

OPERA HOUSE, 8:30 p.m,

rotes-

AUDITORIUM

CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY

121 SOUTH FOURTH fvp the ale),)

SPECIALTY

Hydramatic
student

10570 PETE
GEORGE SHERRII1G
MASONIC

OTMENT CLOTHING 7NION

FRIDAY, Apr, 29

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR

"THREE FOR THE SHOW"

with a Pitta dinner at
San 11r.mo’s. There you will find gourmet perfection to match
ysurperfect day. Your pina, spaghetti, or ravioli will be
served the way you
like it, and the authentic Italian atmosphere will enhance your evning. Eleven different pizza
dishes are available, and should you be just too tired from
Your day at the beach to come down, just call San Remo’s
for FREE
delivery. Invite the guys or gals next door, and ro
lax in the
good ole college way.

OW STREET

SWIMMING

FRAIlli WEARER KUM:

After a wonderful day at
the beach, what could be
nicer than to top it off

%wow

Friday-Saturday - Mt. San Antonio
I Relays at Pomona
TENNIS
Today Varsity at Santa Clara
Frosh vs. Pall) Alto High here

r

Student
Rotes

,

ro

poor

Proposed Revision of ASB Constitution
Originated With Appointment of Special ASB Presidential Committee-Sept., 1959
Presented herein for your consideration is the proposed revision to our present ASB Constitution and a copy of the Constitution we are
now working under. The rapid growth of San Jose State College and the change of emphasis in higher education has rendered the present
structure of student government obsolete. This structure cannot handle the many demands placed upon it in this modern era. The proposed revision to the ASB Constitution will establish a foundation for student government that will enable it to grow and to responsibly serve the
interest of the student of San Jose State College.
The revised Constitution was originated in September, 1959 with the establishment of a special presidential committee headed by Sam
Obregon. After six months of careful study, the Constitution Revision Committee presented the revised document fo the Student Council on
March 30, 1960. 10 hours of debate and one week later, April 6, the Student Council unanimously approved the revised copy of this Constitution and moved to refer it to the students for a vote at a special election on April 26 and 27. Upon the approval of a majority of those
students voting in a special election, the revised Constitution shall become law.
urge you to read both the present and the proposed revised ASB Constitutions. Please consider them carefully and vote yes on
the revised ASB Constitution if you feel that it will establish a foundation for meaningful student government at San Jose State College.
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Sincerely,
RICH HILL
President, Associated Students, San Jose State College
Judiciary Justices and the Chief Justice shall be
A. President
PREAMBLE
appointed by the A.S.B. President with the approval
B. Vice -President
We, the students of San Jose State College, in order
C. Treasurer
of Student Council. Appointments of faculty mem- .
to assume the privileges and responsibilities of self-govD. Attorney General
bars shall be confirmed by the President of the
ernment, to promote educational, social, and cultural opE. Executive Secretary
College.
portunities, to control and finance student activities, to real6. All members shall be selected for their maturity,
ize fully the concepts and practices of an efficient and dy- Section III: Duties of Officers:
namic democracy, and to discharge the authority vested in
character, and familiarity with the College.
I. President:
shall be appointed annually for one year,
7.
Members
us by the State of California and the President of the ColI. To be Chief Executive Officer of this Association.
by the President-elect, following the general A.S.B.
lege do hereby adopt and establish this Constitution.
2. To be the official representative of the Associated
ARTICLE I: NAME AND COLORS
spring elections.
Student Body.
Section I: The name of this organization shall be the Associ8. Members may serve up to three years on the A.S.B.
3. To be responsible for the execution of all legis,re:i Student Body of San Jose State College.
Judiciary.
lation.
Section II: The colors of the organization shall be Gold and
4. To make such appointments as the Constitution or Section III: Functions and Powers of the A.S.B. Judiciary
siv e.
I. To have original jurisdiction in cases involving the
By -Laws require, subiect to a two-thirds (2/3)
Section III: The official symbol of the Association shall be a
following:
majority approval of Student Council, and to fill
Spartan emblem.
A) Determination of the constitutionality of all A.S.B.
all vacancies, unless otherwise provided for in the
ARTICLE II: MEMBERSHIP
legislation.
Constitution or By-Laws.
Section I: All students duly registered at San Jose State Col8) Interpretation of the A.S.B. Constitution, By-Laws.
5. To veto, as he sees fit, any law, rule or regulation
lege who have paid the student body fees shall be members
Statutes, and Policies passed by Student Council.
adopted by Student Council, by written notificaof the Association. All such members shall hold equal voting
C) Elected and appointed A.S.B. Personnel,
tion presented at the next regular meting of Sturights in the Association.
D) All College rules and regulations affecting indident Council following pessage of the enactment.
Section 11: Members of the Association are entitled to all
vidual students and groups.
The Student .Council may by two-thirds (2/3)
rights and privileges granted in this Constitution. The re2. To consider all individual and group violations or
majority vote of its total members over-ride the
sponsibility of membership involves the support of said Conregulations imposed by recognized student govern veto.
stitution and voluntary participation in the affairs and activiing groups which are appealed to the A.S.B.
6. To dismiss (with stated cause) any official, board
ties of the Association.
Judiciary.
member, committee member, or representative
ARTICLE III: LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
3. To impose penalties which the A.S.B. Judiciary is
appointed by him.
Section I: The Legislative Branch shall be known as the Stuauthorized to determine, or when necessary to rec7. To perform such other duties as may be given by
dent Council. It shall be empowered to adopt measures
ommend appropriate disciplinary action to the Colthe Student Council.
necessary for the general welfare and to protect the interlege Administration.
2. Vice -President:
eas of the Associated Student Body. In general it shall per4. Exceptions to the jurisdictional authority defined for
I. To preside over all meetings of Student Council,
form all legislative functions on matters within the jurisdicindividual cases should be considered only when
2. To serve as the administrative officer of Student
tion of the Associated Student Body. All measures must be
individuals are in need of remedial, or rehabilitative
Council.
consistent with the provisions of this Constitution.
terv;ces, and when the individual submits a written
3. To perform the duties of the President in his
Section II: The Student Council shall be composed of ninerequest that his case be considered by another
absence.
teen (19) members:
4. To appoint all Student Council Committe memauthority than the A.S.B. Judiciary. Similar excepA. Chairman-A.S.B. Vice -President.
tions may apply to groups upon receipt of written
bers with the approval of Student Council.
B. Two (2) Graduate members.
request. The Dean of Students acting in conjunc3. Treasurer:
C. Four (4) Senior members.
tion with the Attorney General shall decide whether
I. To be the chief financial officer of the Associated
D. Four (4) Junior members.
to honor such written requests,
Student Body.
E. Four (4) Sophomore members.
2. To supervise the financial affairs of the Associated
ARTICLE VI: ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
F. Four (4) Freshman members.
Student Body.
Section I: Elections
Section III: Functions and Powers
3. To sign all Student Council appropriations and
I. The St,..dent Council shall have the power to reguI. To operate as the supreme policy-making. body of
requisitions on the General Student Fund,
late and supervise all student elections specified in
this Association.
4. To make a financial report of the General Student
this Constitution and its By -Laws. It may also call
2. To delegate specific authority to the Executive
Fund once a month to Student Council.
such special elections as may be necessary.
Branch, or to any group or committee under jurisdiction of
5. To make a complete and detailed report to the
2. The election of A.S.B. Executive Officers and of Stuthe Student Council.
Student Council at the end of each semester,
dent Council members, except for Freshmen, shall
3. To delegate to campus groups judicial authority and
including balances remaining from budget approbe held not later than four (4) weeks and not earlier
responsibility of enforc.ng those rules and regulations of the
priations to student organizations and activities.
than six (6) weeks from the end of the Spring Segroups’ own making and/or any other rules it may deem
6. To publicize financial reports to the Student Body
mester.
appropriate.
at least once every semester.
3.
The
election of Freshmen members to Student Coan4. To establish and determine the functions of A.S.B.
4. Attorney General:
cil shall be held not earlier than two (2) weeks, but
Committees as necessary to provide services to the AssoI. To prosecute all violations of the A.S.B. Constinot later than four (4) weeks from the fir..t day of
ciation.
tution and By-Laws, Regulations, and Policies.
classes in the Fall semester.
5. To approve the appointment of major A.S.B. Execu2. To keep a complete record of the A.S.B.Constitu4. Newly elected officers shall be installed within ten
ti.e and Judicial Officers and permanent Committee chairtion and By -Laws, regulations, policies and laws
(10) days of the general elections and shall have
men which are made by the A.S.B. President.
passed by Student Council,
tenure for approximately one year or until successors
6. To establish rules for the granting of recognition to
3. To keep a record of all permanent committee
are duly installed.
various student groups. clubs and other student organizaprocedure:.
Section II: Qualifications
tions, and to grant recognition jointly with the College Ad4. To keep current copies of Constitutions arid By I. A 2.25 cumulative average preceding the time of
ministration.
Laws of all recognized campus organizations.
candidacy.
7. To approve Assoc.iation budgets, and exercise con5. Executive Secretary:
2. Clear academic standing at the time of election or
trol over the finances of the Association.
1. To be the administrative assistant to the President.
appointment to office.
8. To appropriate money to student organizations for
2. To preside over A.S.B. Committee Chairman
3. Clear standing while in office.
the support of their activities.
meetings.
4. Hold no other elective or appointive major student
9. To require an accounting of funds allocated to the
3. To be responsible for the efficient functioning of
body position.
various organizations.
the A.S.B. Committees,
5.
Student
Councilmen shall be bona fide members of
10. To hear grievances of students and to make appro4. To see that students on the faculty-student comthe classes they represent during the major portion
priate investigations and recommendations to the Dean of
mittees are fulfilling their responsibilities.
of their term in office.
Students cnd to the President of the College.
5. To keep a current list of faculty-student commit6. Executive Officers shall have attained at least upper
I I. To enforce the provisions of this Constitution and
tes in which student representatives are required.
division standing during the major portion of their
By-Laws by means of appropriate rules and regulations as
term in office.
ARTICLE V: JUDICIAL BRANCH
may be necessary.
ARTICLE VII: RECALL AND VACANCIES
12. To enact such other legislation as may be required SECTION I: The Judicial power of the Associated Students
to exercise control of student interests and activities as may shell be vested in the A.S.B. Judiciary, and in such lower Section I: Recall
Judiciary Bodies as the Student Council may approve.
All elected or appointed officers provided for in this
be delegated to it by the President of the College.
I To ovor-ride an Executive veto by a two-thirds (2/3) Section II: The A.S.B. Judiciary shall be composed of six (6)
Justices and one (1) Chief Justice, five of whom shall be s+ majority vote of the total legislative body.
14. To have such additional authority as may be neces- dent members and two (2) of whom shall be faculty or adrtssary for the welfare and efficiency of the Associated Stu- istrative members.
1. Each member shall have equal voting privileges.
dent Body.
2. The Dean of Students and the Associate Deans
ARTICLE IV: EXECUTIVE BRANCH
not be members of the A.S.B. Judiciary.
Section I: The function of the Executive Branch shall be to
3, The Chief Justice shall be a student.
administer the affairs of the Associated Student Body and
4. A committee appointed by the A.S.B. President
put into operation all laws passed by the Legislative Branch.
to include students and one member of the Dean
It shall co-ordinate relations with other student associations
of Students Staff shall interview student and (dr ulty
and with the College Administration.
applicants for membership on the A.S.B. Judiciary.
The Executive Branch shall be composed of five
Section
5. Upon recommendation of the committee: the A.S.B.
(5) members:

Constitution or By -Laws may be removed for stated c
at a special election. Special elections may be called fs
a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the Student Councils
a petition signed by fifteen per cent (15%) of the men
of the Associated Student Body. Two-thirds l 2 3) of the’
votes cast in the election shall be necessary for recall,
Section II: Vacancies
b
I. A vacancy created by recall shall be f
Associated Student Body election he a wanin ht
(20) days of such vacancy.
2. If the office of the A.S.B. President v. vacate:
other than recall, the VicePresident shal suz;
to the Presidency.
3. If a vacancy in any other Executive, Legislat: v.
Judicial office is created by other than recall,
A.S.B. Pres:dent shall fill the vacancy by app
rnent with a two-thirds (2/3) majority approve.
the Student Council.
4. To be eligible for appointment to any vacant of
the candidate must meet the same qualdca.’",set forth in Article VI, Section II, of tt
5. Eluetci
tc)ino.ns or appointments to vacated offices
be effective for the remainder of the current ti
ARTICLE VIII: INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM
Section I: Initiatives
I . Upon petition, to the Student Cc,. cent (15%) of the membe,.
initiative measure shall be I
ated Student Body. (Sig- .
panied with the signers
measure must be placed on a c
general election within ten (10) scricc days.
.
2. A two-thirds (2/3) majority of
election shall be required for t c
a measure.
Section II: Referendums
I. The Student Council may. by
jority vote of its membership
fore the Associated Student P
prove’ or rejection by the rr,
Cation.
2. A two-thirds (2/3) rra-special or general
adoctio- of a refereni
TclConLsEtifluXt:i0AnMAmendmentsS
Section I:
The Student Council may, by a twc,
it y vote of its membership propose amend,’
stitution and submit them to the member
tion for adoption.
Section II: Upon petition. to the Student C
per cent (15%) of the members of this A
posed amendment shall be placed before ’
Student Body. (Signatures must be accor:
signer’s A.S.B. card number.)
Section III: Two-third: (2,3) majority of thr
election
iomn esnhaII
t. be required for the adoptio, ot tie pru
Section IV: By-Laws
By -Laws may be made, amended, or repealed bye
thirds (2/3) majority vote of the Student Council. V
that the proposed By -Law or change :, pre sentee
Student Council at the previous meeting.
ARTICLE X: ENABLING MEASURES
Section I: Upon the ratification of this Ccrstitutes
majority of the valid ballots cast at a spe-lal ele
by the Student Council of this Association. the Ca
of the Associated Students of San Jose State College.
a."
March 19, 1957, as amended, shall become null
Ls
Section II: All existing Constitutions, By Laws
C:^
are inconsistent with tiwhichnullanda rv
aRrceld’el
declared
C:
Section III: The current officers of the A
in;fi
Body shall continue in office until the first
officers elected under this Constitution,
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Adviser Discusses Revelries’ Problems
antinited tram Page

the story of a musical which has
casting problems in the form of
two leading ladies who both vie
fr the producer’s affection and
star billing.
THIS YEAR’S CAST
In time rule of the producer Is
leading man. Dee Wolfram.
As a young girl who arrives in
New York, only to find herself
cast in his play, is Pam Peters.
Cii-,tatTing are Norman Deter

interest

in

Miss

Peters

he Maller the amount
of enthusiasm tor traditional
events becomes. And the tihews
have been getting better."
"Part of the trouble is that the
Delta Gamma MARTY PYLE,
kids don’t have any space for the
show and no permanent head- junior education major from San
Francisco, to Sigma Chi BOB
quarters."
Ile pointed to a "lack of recogni- MISSILE, senior commercial art
tion of Revelries as a traditional major from Millbrae.
Delta Zeta MARIALYCE SMITH.
show and a lack of any tangible
evidence of the show" as the main freshman from Sacramento, to
JOHN HAWSES, Sacramento City
cause of disinterest in Revelries.
Dr. Balgooyen leaned back and college sophomore. A late summer
said, "Maybe the students will wedding is planned.
Phi Mu LORNA HUMMEL, junwake up when they see art old
tradition dying."
ior tome economics major from

aunt, sehiaii

played by Miss Gadberry.
PUBLICITY TROUBLES
’’For three years we have been
trying to get a glass-enclosed bulletin board for Revelries," Dr.
Balgouyen said. "This is a part of
the trouble. We tried to hang a
sign up in Morris Dailey and somebody tore it down, so we can’t

hang up any signs like this. They’ll
just get stolen."
/le indicated a large three by
five fool poster with a painting
and Linda Gadherry, Deter, who of a lightly clad chorus girl.
has au previous stage experience,
"les a strange thing," Dr. Bal,s %Wham’s salet who finds his gooyen added, "but the larger the
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sHIRI.EY tilfIR, sophomore priInglewood, to MARTIN WM- alinga. The wedding Is slated for
Maj.,:mary-eiement;iiN
PERT, senior engineering major June 1961.
1.
naher,fieid.
PENNY RIEDEL, senior art ma - front Oakliald. 1.1 1,1-h1;1
MAC’i I
SAHLI ANN LEWIS, junior so- jur from San Luis Obispo, tu
ciology major from Lung Reach, to ma No JOHN SEVISON,
STANLEY STEVENS, graduate art major. An August wedding is Georgia.
political science major from Paso being planned.

MARRIAGES

Rubles. A wedding is being planned
GA/I. ,n/ .1:N1
for summer 1961.
,
DENISE DUNCAN, sophomore
ROSEMARY Mae ISAAC, junior
N
I: 1.111
general elementary education ma- general education major from
jor from Coalinga, to EDDIE tarlo, to Sigma Nu GENE EAlifil
N, junior physical educat 4r1 j01* frOM 1%;;.,
MARKER, University of Nevada
at Reno.
from Slitter Creek.
junior engineering major from Co-

PINNINGS

Ir,

Present ASB Constitution
Effected September 15, 1955
PREAMBLE
We the students of San Jose State College, in order to
-mote student welfare, to regulate student activities and
discharge the responsibilifes and enjoy the privileges
delegated by the President of the College to Student Government, do ordain and establish this constitution.
ARTICLE l.-NAME
Section I: The name of this organization shall be the
V:c.c’ed Students of San Jose State College.
ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP
Section I: Any student of San Jose State College is
o become a voting member upon the purchase of
a- A _ xted Student Body membership card.
Section II: The spouse of any voting member of the
students are eligible to non -voting memCollege
bership upon the purchase of a restricted Associated Student Body membership card.
Section III: Faculty members and College Employees
may be given non -voting faculty privilege cards in recognition of their services to the Student Body.

eu

ARTICLE III-EXECUTIVE
Section I: The function of the executive branch shall be
ac" ster all laws passed by the Student Council and to
coordinate the relations betwen the Associated Students
e’d the College.
Section II: The executive branch of the Government of
A’-,,-.ated Students of San Jose State College shall be
a President, Vice -President, a Recording Secreespcnding Secretary. a Treasurer, and an A.S.B.
Section III: DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
Clause 1: The President shall be the chief executive of
’cited Students. He shall appoint, with the ap,.o-thirds (2/3) of the members of the Student
h officials, board:, committees, and representa-iy be necessary for carrying out the activities of
sted Student Body. not otherwise provided for.
..i.m.;;s, with stated cause, any official, board mem- Httee member, or representative appointed by
be an ex -officio member, with voting privileges
:nt Council and serve as chairman of the Stu Clause 2. The Vice -President shall be the executive
_r to the President. He shall be an ex -officio member,
-1 privileges, of the Student Council.
Clause 3. The Rerording Secretary shall perform the
.tomarily pertaining to his office and shall also
a’. recording Secretary of the Student Council. He
ill be an ex -officio member, with voting privileges, of the
-.icier’ Council.
Clanse 4. The Corresponding Secretary shall perform
e: customarily pertaining to his office and shall also
’rye as an ex -officio member, with voting privileges, of the
’_:acle," Council.

Clause S. The Treasurer shall be the chief financial offi,’ of e Associated Student Body. He shall have as his
,.ties fl,Dse functions.desigmated by the President or estabtied by the Student Council. He shall be an ex -officio
-ember, with voting privileges, of the Student Council.
Clause 6. The A.S.B. Attorney shall prosecute alleged
irt;e: and unconstitutional acts before the Student
Ay member or organization of the Associated Stu bring before the A.S.B. Attorney any alleged
ty or unconstitutional act.
, Section IV: The executive officers of the Associated
must be members of the Associated Students, have
a least forty-five (45) units at the time of election,
a 2.25 overall average, a 2.25 average the previous
"nester, be on clear standing, and have been enrolled in
ci college at least one semester at the time of taking of’
end hold no other major elective or appointive Student
’t,dy office. Once attaining office, all officers must earn a
00 grade average or better during the current term of

Section VI:VACANCIES,
Clause I. In the event of the Associated Students office
of Pre
becoming vacant by other than recall, the Vice President shall succeed to the presidency.
Clause 2. In the event of a vacancy in any other executive office, created by other than recall, the’ vacancy shall
be filled by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Student Council,
provided that applications shall have been requested at
least one week prior to the vote. To be eligible for election
to any vacant office, the candidate must have the same
qualifications as set forth in Article III, Section 4.
ARTICLE IV-STUDENT COUNCIL
Section I: The Student Council hall pass all laws necessary in order to provide for the general welfare and to protect the interests of the Associated Students.
Section II: The Student Council shall be composed of
fifteen (15) members: including five (5) executive officers, ex officio with vote: eight (8) Class Representatives; and two
(2) Representatives-at -large.
Section III: The members of the Council shall serve as
members on any legislative Student Council committee to
which the Chairman of the Council appoints them.
Section IV: Qualifications of Representatives.
Clause I. A class representative must be a member of
the Associated Student Body, a declared member of his
class, have a 2.25 overall average, a 2.25 average the previous semester, on clear standing, not more than four (4)
units deficient for his class, and not hold any other major
elected or appointed Student Body office. Once attaining
office, all officers must earn a 2.00 grade average or better
during the current term of office.
Clause 2. The Representatives -at -large shall be ore man
and one woman, graduate or under-graduate, have a 2.25
overall average, a 2.25 average the previous semester, who
shall be on clear standing, be a member of the Associated
Students, and hold no other major elective or appointive
Student Body office, which shall consist of chairman of any
major committee as stated in the A.S.B. By -Laws or Constitution plus any elected office or class office. Once attaining
office, all officers must earn a 2.00 grade average or better
during the current term of office.
Section V: Elections of Representatives.
Clause I. Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
Class representatives shall have staggered terms. One of two
from each class shall be elected by ballot within the first
three (3) weeks of December and shall take office by the end
of the second week of January. One of two from each class
shall be elected by ballot within the last week of April or
first two (2) weeks of May and shall take office by the end
of the third week of May. All representatives shall serve for
a term of one (I) year with the exception of the Senior representative elected in December who shall serve until the
next semi-annual election in April or May. All representatives shall be elected by members of their respective classes
only.
Claus* 2. The representatives -at-large shall be elected
by ballot within the last week of April or first two (2) weeks
of May of each year and shall take office by the end of the
third week of May for a period of one (I) year.
&lotion VI: Vacancies created by other than recall.
Clause I. Vacancies created by other than recall. Class
representative vacancies shall be filled by a two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the Student Council, provided that applications
shall have been requested at least one (I) week prior to the
vote, and the person appointed shall have the same qualifications as stated in Article IV, Section 4, Clause 2.

r

’fire.

Section V: Executive officers shall be elected by ballot
.,ring the lust week in April or first two (2) weeks of May of
’ich year, and shall take office by the end of the third week
MaY for a period of one (I) year, except for the office
A.S.B. Attorney, who shall be elected by a two-thirds
/3) vote of the outgoing Student Council within their
two regular meetings.

ARTICLE V-STUDENT COURT
Section I: Function,
Clause I. The Student Court shall interpret this constitution and rule on the constitutionality of any act of any
officer or body of officers operating under this constitution.
Claus* 2. The Student Court shall have jurisdiction over
all disputes brought to its attention arising betwen the Associated Students, Associated Students Organization, and/or
members of the Associated Students and shall have the
power to enforce its decisions.
Clause 3. The maximum penalty that the Student Court
may levy is suspension of the Associated Student Body card
of any student or the suspension of any organization’s privi
loges found to have violated Associated Student regulations.
The Court may also invoke other fines or penalties found
in the Rules of Procedure for the Student Court.

Clause 4. The Student Court shall have the power to
create its own procedure.
Section III: Duties of Members.
Clause I. The Student Court shall have the additional
duty of supervising the polling and the supervising of the
counting and verification of the votes. Upon reasonable
request by any member or group of members of the Associated Students, the court shall have the power to impound
the ballots, to protect their validity, and to order a recount
where such is deemed necessary.

Section IV: Qualifications and Election of Members.
e Ass:so:All members of the Court shad be rnembe,s
ated Students, shall have a 2.25 overall gradebo , average,
and 2.25 average the previous semester, be on clear standing, shall have been enrolled in the college for at least one
semester and hold no other major elective or appointive
Student Body office. Once attaining office, all officers must
earn a 2.00 grade average or better during the current term
of office.
Clause I. The Chief Justice shall be elected by a 2, 3
majority vote of the Student Council at their second regular meeting after spring elections to serve one year.
Clause 2. One man and one woman who shall have completed seventy-five (75) units at the time of election and
one man and one woman who shall have completed fortyfive (45) and not more than :exe-t.::*.n ’75) units at the
e last week of
time of the election shall be ele , .
April or the first two (2) weeks of May. of each year and
shall take office by the end of the third week of May for a
period of one year.
Clause 3. One man and one woman who shall have
completed twenty-six (26) and not more than forty-five (45)
units at the time of election, shall be elected by ballot with;n
the first three (3) week of December of each year and shall
take office by the end of the second week in January.
Claus 4. One man and one woman who shall have completed twenty-six (26) and not more than forty-five (45) units
at the time of election, shall be elected by ballot in the f.rst
five (5) weeks of Fall Semester.
Clause 5. Justices shall take office immediately upon
election. The Chief Justice shall take office upon appoint.
rent.
V: Vacancies.
Temporary or permanent vacancies on the Court shall
be filled by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Student Council,
provided that applications shall have been requested at
least one week prior to the vote. To be eligible for election
to any vacant Court office, the candidate must have the
same qualifications as set for.- Article V, Section 4.
ARTICLE VI -ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH
Section 1: The function of the administrative branch
of the Student Government shall be to operate efficiently the
business of the Associated Students which the Student Cour61, the Executive, or the College may grant it the authority
to operate.
Section II: Membership.
Clause I. The President shall appoint, with the approval
of two-thirds (2/3) of the members of the Student Council,
members to boards and committees established by the College, on which student membership is requested.
Clause 2. The President shall appoint, with the approval
of two-thirds (2/3) of the members of the Student Council,
members of boards and committees created by vote of the
Student Council, and not otherwise provided for in this
constitution or in the bylaws.
Clause 3. If the President fails to fill the board or committe vacancies, or if the persons submitted for approval
are not considered satisfactory, the Student Council may
create a committe of three, who shall be members of the
council, to select the members of the board or committee.
The selection shall be subject to the approval of two-thirds
(2/3) of the members of the Student Council.
ARTICLE VII-CLASS GOVERNMENT

Section III: Qualifications and Elect on.
.
Clause I. To be eligible for
date must be a member of the A
J
a declared member of his class, on c.lear
2.25 overall average, a 2.25 average the
r
not more than four (4) units deficient for t:
any other major elected or appointed S4uciu t bc:iy
I,
11,r
and shall have been a member of the doss
It e exhe is seeking office the semester of nominat.on w
ception of the, Freshman Class in the Fall Semester n regard to grade point average. An active member of
council shall be one who has attended at !east t’ree co,Lecutive meetings during a school semester. On7e established, active membership shall be rn&nta:red b atter.ding any five (5) meetings of each succeed.- g ’eme.ter.
Once attain office, all officers must earn a 2 V.)
average or better during the currer t term .1f 0c1,
Clause 2. The officers of the Freshman, Scr.,1.,,-nc,,x.,
In
and Junior classes shall be elected serni-a-nualy
first two weeks of May and :hall take offie E.1 tt.e c- d
the second week of January for those elected in Dec, -be,
and by the third week in May for tI.s-e elected in Ap-i
or May. Senior officers shall be elected within the I
in April or the first two weeks in May and shall tore
of
by the third week of May and shall serve unt : e
the end of the following school year.
Clause 3. The Class Officers ately upon election.
Claus. 4. There shall be an atterc1,--e
pointed by each class council to c -record of individual r- ’v --’’a’ eacl
Fr,d of e-17’-.
to the Student CcL
active members of"
Section 4. Vac
pointment. All per:.’tions required of
ARTICLE VIII
AMENDMENTS, BL -LAWS, INITIATIVES,
REFERENDUMS, AND RECALLS
Section I: Tm,s son
currence of two-thirds (2 3,
a majority of the ballots cast in a
becoming effective immediately L
in the amencime-t.

rr.
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Section 2: This co- ...
tenting a petition signed by ten per
Students to the Student Council.

: e A

Clause I. Upon receipt of
Council shall place the proposed a- Associated Students in a regular cm .
amendment shall become effective immedately.
Section Ill: By -Laws may be pas -H, nr
concurrence of a two-thirds (2/3) vote
dent Council at a regular meeting, F. rc e
posed change has been presented St the r,,
meeting.
Section IV: Upon receipt of a perin-,
per cent of the Associated Student. 1, e
shall place an initiative or referendum
at a regular or special election within ten 1 D,
Clause I. If approved by a marority cr t. e
cast in a regular or special election, tte
come effective immediately.
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Section 2. The Class Government shall be composed of
a President, a Vice -President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer
of each class. Legislative powers of each class shall be vested
in a Class Council.

on

,x bet.t
Section V: Upon receipt of a reby
ten per cent of the Associated Student, recre-e-ted by tie
officer, the Student Council shall place the r -on a ballot at an election within ten (IC) da.
Clause I. The recall shall become effe.:t:..e
concurrence of a two-thirds (2 3) vote of tke
cast.
Clause 2. A vacancy created throi:oh as
call shall be filed by an A..sociated
within twenty (20) days.

Section I: The function of the Class Government shall

be to carry out those activities which are in the best interests of the class members and not in conflict with the Executive, Student Council, or Administrative branches of government.
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ARTICLE 1X-ENABLING MEASURES
Section I: Officers elected in
1955 under the old constitution sisal
fied in this constitution at the beginr
of 1955.
This constitution shall be -,me
Section
September IS. 1955, upon ratification by a
valid ballots cast at a regular or spe jai cle
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meets Today
- ponsore syc o og
Conference Starts Tomorrow To Plan Rally Achieve

The Psychology department will old" tomorrow morning at ci, ,
be host to nearly 800 persons at auditorium.
the 40th annual Psychological assn,
Tomorrow afternoon the SJS
conference tomorrow through Sat- trio will read another experimental
urday at the civic auditorium and paper but this time at the Ste.
the Ste. Claire hotel.
I Claire hotel.
SJS student Gerald Frincke.
SJS student William Westbrook
along with SJS professors Ronald will combine efforts with former
C. Johnson and Calvin W. Thom- student Richard Ross and Dr.
son. will read an experimental pa- James L. McGaugh. assistant proper on "Word value, word fre- fessor of psychology, in reading a
quency. and visual duration thresh - paper on maze learning and retention Saturday morning at civic auditorium.
COURTESY DISCOUNTS
Students may obtain tickets for
TO STUDENTS
the conference for $1 at civic auditorium. Tickets are $2 for nonOpen Mon. & Thurs. Nights
.? udents.
Till 9 p.m.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

"K" Club
365 E. Julian

Wholesale Distributors

Luncheon & Dinners being
served daily except Sunday.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Ft EQUIPMENT

special
16-0Z NEW YORK STEAK
U.S. Choice

CY 8-1212
1425 W. San Carlos

molt:ker. will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in C11149
to discuss final plans for high
school rally day, May 14.
Chairman Dave Towle said that
anyone interested in helping with
the annual rally day is invited to
attend the meeting. Assignments
will be made and additional ideas
will be considered.
Chuck Butters, vice chairman of
rally committee, will act as convention chairman. High schools
all over the bay area have been
Invited to the rally day to share
ideas for improving rally committee activities and organization.
Officers for rally committee
were recently appointed by Towle.

Two SJS senior, tixo3i 1 11’S1 plaCe
! honors in the 11th annual Nevadii
ileat Western Speech tournament
5held earlier this month at the Uni, versify of Nevada.
Splitting the honors were Roberi
I. McClenahan, social science major, and Bob J. Tennant, political
science major. McClenahan, San
Jose State’s ASH prosecuting at-

Keiii’enent;tilkiA;

torney, placed second in the tournament last year.
The annual speech event is sponsored by the national forensic fraternities, Tau Kappa Alpha and
Delta Sigma Rho. Students at the
April 8-9 contest represented Stanford university, and the Universi
ties of Santa Clara, Washington
and Nevada.
The next hurdle for the two SJS
debaters is a Lincoln-Douglas style
deflating contest at College of Paneering, safety, underwriting, pr..- .11,, April 23.
relations.
r. ,t ion and

SPARTAN SPECIAL
7 -oz. Steak and Eggs 95c
6 Super Hamburgers 99c

9TH and WILLIAM

Job Interviews
NOTE: Interviews are held in
tn
emeAdm234.
calP0Appoint
,15
office,
mewl lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
TODAY
Food Machinery & Chemical corporation. Mari’ -e
;Cel aid:he
Macy’s, So,

Ti40
LADIES HAIRCUTS

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP
CY 2.425

Ross

Case X99786756744-22
"THE LOST BEATNIK"

ed and drekv the suppot I. of the
mock general assembly in approval of two of the SJS resolutions.
One proposed that France recog-

CY 74901

A

by

A’ssosioe’d

V.

CY 7-5174

213 S. FIRST

G44.44,4

398E. SANTA CLARA

SPECIALTY
I HOUR SERVICE

Transportation Wanted
’Hr

sS

N.:,
Apartments For Rent

.,-lo

Medium fern. apts. nee, school. Lew eye
rscs este’, 283 E. Reed CY .l /lilt

JUNE GRADS

Ringissa
beautiful
as the purpose for %hich
they were made
...To be worn
with Love.

Excellent Career Opportunities
Personnel Technician

Accountant

Deputy Probation Officer

Social Worker

Assistant Appraiser

Sanitarian

IRENE’S

Public Health Nurse

Librarian

Os. our divided payment plan
at no *Ora cost

Drive-In
Lou dry

!

Administrative Analyst
ts.

Write IMMEDIATELY to:

W2LVAN
etveceri
N and JUNO
SINCE 1904
In Downtown San Jose

Orange County Personnel Office
80I -C North Broadway, Santa Ana, Calif.

First 6 San Fernando Sts.
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Picnics ’Ms, Gr,,ups 2-2000. 7 rni. from
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for the week of April 18, "The Thought of the Week" is
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’Thanks for Something’
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Spivey’s
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Son, are

’7.PM A
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We thimk for you
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’’d ., . Saturday,. & Thors. e in 0
women’s :keno. V ,s he
or In’’er. Prefer loc.,
I ieslie girls 56
Fare. Apt. near college, a. -,mmoiirie on: , gris who wil want to work I.!! ,inse
4. $110. M,:d. furs. Irg. at 514 E.
JUDDS 56 W. Sante Clara
Sao Jose.
San Jose.
Mod. 3Arm, fare. eel. $82.50 Cul. one.,
Avail May I st. Apply Marlowe Apts. 3
S. 651, us c,hunet owner, AX 6-9380.
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snowed, or just plain dizzy?
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One Or 2 students
5.- 4
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’InVOL.

Tickets.dentsani,

Delta.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office’
Roo m 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

15%
DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD

Our

New -ran ciub -

Classified Rates:
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taken by
Gadberry
11,11fio
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SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
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CLASSIFIEDS
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ART CLEANERS

A SPARTAN BOOKSTORE FIRST
Spartaguide

;or the
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Peeves. V
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JOE ALLENFRANK JACKSONTechnicians

25c a line first Insertion
20c line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
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WORK OF ART

San Francisco Council of Camp
G’ls Fnrn.s’e

CONTACT LENS CENTER

frosildast t rI

56 Years in San Jose

TOMORROW
United States Marine Corps. r,

My name is Eyes and I’m an uncle
..., agent. Beatniks are my beat.
Last week we lost one and my lob,
Find him’ Coveted all the party pads
end bagel shops but no luck. Got too close to him and he sent one of
the mob t, rub meout.Threwac’d in my eyes to blind me. NO SUCH
LUCK. I was sa,ed by my contact lenses. They stopped the acid. Used
a little persuasion and he finally took rrie to his leader. Made the pinch
and brought Briggn",-, in CASE Cl OSED thanks to my contact lenses.
Do you have yours’

tructio
iler,

SliverSistig

10TH AND TAYLOR

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

Ci 2ro
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-Divine oreknovv ledge atol
eraule’s Kangaroo Soup," a philosophy paper, will be read tonight
at the monthly meeting of the
Robinson Faculty seminar by John
King-Farlow, instructor of philosophy.
The semina r, consisting of
members of the department of
philosophy and philosophy majors,

With 45 San Jose area business
men enrolled, the first session of
the Administrative Management
seminar will be held from 7 to
9:30 pm. tonight in cafeteria
rooms A and B. The seminar for
owners and managers of small
businesses is being sponsored by will meet at 7:30 in
C11348.
the Business division, the Small
Following Mr. King-Farlow’s
Business administration and the presentation, Mr. Crag
Greater San Jose Chamber of son, of Stanford, will R. Harrireply.
Commerce.
Speaker at the opening session
tonight will be Richard M. Oddie,
assistant vice president for area
development services of the Bank
W C ete(411,

wo Capture
peech Prize

companies will be on campus today
and tomorrow to conduct a program entitled, -Careers in Insurance."
They will interview students today between the hours of 10:30
and 12 noon and 2:30 to 4:45 p.m.
in the outer qiird for some of the
largest insurance companies in the
country.
The program is open to all majors. Opportunities include sales,
claims, field representatives, engi-

FOUNTAIN & RESTAURANT

In Felice Center, 24th & Williams

San Jose State students representing Lebanon at the Model
United Nations convention did
things in a big way for a country
as small as the cosmopolitan Mideastern nation.
Three resolutions sponsored by
the 10-student delegation were
adopted at the convention, "a major victory for small Lebanon." expressed Francis Azimi, leader of
the SJS group.
More than 1000 delegates from
82 collegeswith each college representing a nation on the U.N.
attended the
general assembly
four-day convention earlier in
April at the University of California at Berkeley.
SJS delegates Sam Obregon and

30 Representative
Set To Interview
For Insurance Jobs

BUNGALOW

FLAT TOPS

Major victory

,Meetnig

nize Algerian aspirations for nationalism. The other proposed that
peaceful uses be made of outer
space.
The third resolution, sponsored
by Azimi, proposed that France
be represented at the nuclear testing talks at Geneva.
SJS students elected to committee chairmanships at the Model
U.N. were Azimi. Afro-Asian bloc of America.
committee, and Stan Stevens, political and security committee.
Lowest Gas Prices
Others at tending the convention
In Seri Jose
were Mohammed Tabibi, Brent
ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
Davis, Aesop Sim, Prax Loya, Sam
REG.-90+ OCTANE
In addition to vice chairman But- Martha Allshouse .pons..tred, draft- Wish, Manuel Oliverey and Dr. G.
; Bruntz, faculty adviser.
ers are Nancy Reesink, recordin.
Cigarettes 22f
secretary; Vicki Greenlee. correAll Major Oils-38f
ponding secretary: Gail Sheehiti.
Open at 4 p m.
treasurer, and A. J. Layman, ma.,
with
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cil for rally committee and will Ii.
in office until April 1961.
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This week at the Spartan Bookstore there will be a special selection of
cards that say "Thanks for Something" and each week our card specialists will select for your inspection a group of greeting cards that say
your message the way you will want it said.
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